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 Mobility is one of the important issues in mobile ad hoc networks (MANET). 

By definition, MANET nodes are free to move around and this may cause 

difficulty in routing. MANET routing protocols must consider this factor 

when making routing decision. zone routing protocol (ZRP) is a hybrid 

routing protocol, which utilizes the proactive and reactive routing protocols 

advantages. ZRP proactively maintains routing information within a routing 

zone, while reactively discovering routes to destinations beyond the routing 

zone. Since ZRP is based on the concept of routing zone, determining an 

optimum routing zone radius has the major impact on the performance of that 

protocol. In this research, we studied the effect of zone radius on the 

performance of ZRP with different levels of node mobility. Node mobility is 

defined using two different parameters: node speed and pause time. Based on 

the simulation results, ZRP protocol using zone radius of two provides the 

best packet delivery fraction, throughput and normalized routing load. 

However, a larger zone radius will provide a lower delay.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

MANET is a type of wireless network that does not require infrastructure or stations to connect to a 

group of mobile nodes. The need for such networks appeared to establish communications in emergency 

circumstances in which the infrastructure was not available [1-3]. MANET networks can be used in many 

applications such as building virtual classrooms, in military wars, natural disasters such as earthquakes and 

floods, and other applications [4-7]. The length of the communication path between two people using the 

MANET network consists of one-hop or many hops. Each device within the network is called a node, and 

these nodes work to receive and send messages and as a router at the same time, they direct messages to other 

nodes in order to maintain the continuity of the connection [8, 9]. Each node within these networks moves 

freely and randomly within the network, and it may exist from the network at any time [10, 11]. Due to the 

constant and random movement of nodes in and out of the network, the MANET network topology is always 

variable [12, 13]. Therefore, these networks used many routing protocols and there is still a great need to find 

ideal protocols to establish communication within these networks [14-16]. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Proactive, Reactive, and hybrid are the three main types of routing protocols in MANET networks 

[17, 18]. One of the advantages of proactive-routing protocols is the speed of sending packets from the 

source to the target, because it has saved the network topology through saving the route on each node in the 

network in a special table called the routing table and it works on updating it always [19]. One of the 

advantages of reactive-routing protocols is the low load because they do not overload the network with 

control messages that were used to update the previous type, but rather send control messages only upon 

request, providing a route to send a packet from a source to a specific target [20]. The advantages of 

proactive and reactive routing protocols have been exploited to build the third type called hybrid-routing 

protocols, which use proactive-protocol techniques to deliver packets to nodes within the network while 

using reactive-protocol techniques to deliver packets to nodes outside the network [21, 22]. 

The limitations of excess control overhead and delay of long route requests for proactive and 

reactive routing protocols are addressed in the design of ZRP by combining the advantages of these 

paradigms [23]. ZRP utilizes the proactive paradigm inside the zone and reactive paradigm outside the zone. 

A routing zone of a node represents the area of the local neighborhood of that node, and each node could be 

part of multiple overlapping zones. The size of the zone is determined by the radius, the length of the radius 

is a number of hops from a specific node to the boundaries of the zone [24]. 

The zone radius is considered one of the most important factors for the performance of ZRP because 

it works to balance the performance of the network by reducing the load and delay by dividing the network 

area into zones. The routing process in these areas is managed by two techniques of proactive and reactive 

routing. Proactive-routing is used inside the zone and reactive-routing outside the zone. Decreasing the radius 

value will reduce the area of proactive-routing and increase the area of reactive-routing, thus reduce the load 

on the network and increase the delay in the messages routing process, and vice versa when increasing the 

radius value.  

The node's mobility is very important and it has a great impact on the performance of the network 

and depends mainly on speed and pause factors. When increasing the speed of the nodes and reducing the 

pause time, the network topology will constantly change because the nodes will constantly change their 

locations in and out of the network and this will increase the load on the network and increase the loss of 

communication with the nodes due to the nodes departure or consumption of their energy. But the opposite 

happens when the node speed is reduced and the pause is increased, the network topology will become more 

stable, the chances of communication between the nodes will increase, thus reducing the routing load on the 

network and reducing energy consumption. 

There is not much research on hybrid routing protocols. On the contrary, most of the research in 

previous years has given a lot of research effort on proactive and reactive routing protocols to provide 

communication between nodes in MANET networks. Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [25] is an 

example of a proactive-routing protocol, Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [26] and Ad Hoc On-Demand 

Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [27] are examples of reactive-routing protocols. Therefore in this paper, 

we will work on study one of the most used hybrid routing protocols called zone routing protocol (ZRP), and 

try to find out the effect of the zone radius on the performance of ZRP by using a different number of zone 

radius in several cases for ZRP to determine the best zone radius that can be used in ZRP. Two different 

network environments were used to apply these cases. First environment, when the speed of the nodes is 

variable. The second environment, when pause time is variable. 

 

 

2. SIMULATION SETUP 

A simulation model for the ZRP protocol was built using the most famous simulation tool called the 

Network Simulator NS2 version 2.33 (which is one of the most popular open-source network simulators [28]) 

by preparing two different scenarios. In the first scenario: the network was simulated through four cases of 

ZRP. In each case, the radius of the zone varied from one case to another, where it was increased gradually 

from 2, 3, 4, to 5 hops from the first case to the fourth case respectively. 50 nodes were used in the network 

area. Each node had: a transmission range of 50 meters, a pause time was changed from 0 (the highest 

movement) to 100 seconds (no movement), while the node speed of the node was 20 meters/second. These 

nodes move randomly in an environment from 1500 meters * 1500 meters, and the simulation time is set to 

900 seconds. 

In scenario 2, 50 nodes are distributed within 1500 x 1500 area and the transmission range is 250m 

while the simulation period is set to 900 seconds. The movement of the nodes was at a speed between 20-100 

ms and different routing zone were used from 2 to 5 while the pause time is fixed to 20 seconds. Table 1 

shows the parameters for scenarios 1 and 2. 
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Table 1. Simulation parameters for two scenarios 
Simulation parameters Scenario 1 Scenario 2 

Number of Nodes 50 nodes 50 nodes 

Simulation Time 900 seconds 900 seconds 
Map Size 1500 m x 1500 m 750 m x 750 m 

Max Speed 20 m/s 20,40,60,80 and 100 m/s 

Mobility Model Random waypoint Random waypoint 
Traffic Type Constant bit rate (CBR) Constant bit rate (CBR) 

Packet Size 512 bytes 512 bytes 

Connection Rate (Nominal Radio Range) 4pkts/sec 4pkts/sec 
Pause Time 0, 20,40,60,80,100 seconds 20 second 

Number of Connection 5 5 

Bandwidth of links 2Mbit 2Mbit 
MAC layer type IEEE 802.11 IEEE 802.11 

 

 

3. PERFORMANCE METRICS 

Performance metrics are used to measure a routing protocol to identify the effective and best route 

to the destination. There are several performance metrics such as throughput (TP), “Packet Delivery Fraction 

(PDF)”, “Normalized Routing Load (NRL)”, “average end-to-end delay (E-to-E delay)”, “Total Packet 

Received”, “Data Packet Dropped”, and some other metrics. In this simulation, the performance of the 

routing protocol will be evaluated based on the following four performance metrics: 

 

a) Packet Delivery Fraction (PDF): It is the data packets received by destination per data packets send by 

sources [29]. 

 

                         
∑                                   

∑                          
       (1) 

 

b) Throughput (TP): To measure the efficiency of the protocol’s performance in terms of routing and 

receiving data packets that are actually arriving at their destinations by finding the average percentage 

of data packets that have succeeded in reaching their destinations during the simulation time. The 

throughput is calculated by the following equation [30]: 

 

           
∑                                   

               
 (2) 

 

c) Average E-to-E delay: Used to measure the average time spent by packets on their journey from the 

sending nodes to the receiving nodes [18]. 

 

                     
∑                                        

∑                                   
 (3) 

 

d) Normalized Routing Load (NRL): It is used to calculate the ratio between the numbers of routing 

messages that travel through the network to the number of actual data packets reaching their targets. 

The most important of NRL is to measure the scalability of the routing protocol and its efficiency 

related to consuming node battery power [24]. 

 

                        (   )  
∑                              

∑                                       
 (4) 

 

 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this simulation, four kinds of performance metrics such as “Throughput”, “Normalized Routing 

Load (NRL)”, “average end-to-end delay”, and “Packet delivery Fraction (PDF)” are used in the performance 

comparisons and evaluations. The results that have been obtained from the simulation of ZRP had been 

overviewed and analyzed depending on the performance measurements as shown in the following sections. 

 

 

4.1.  Results and analysis of PDF 

Figures 1 and 2 shows the simulation results for ZRP in the two scenarios in terms of PDF In Figure 

1, it is noted that with the increase of pause time, all the four test cases show an increase in packet delivery 

fraction. ZRP with zone radius 2 increases from 58.02% to 76.57%, ZRP with zone radius 3 increases from 
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53.54% to 72.46%, ZRP with zone radius 4 increases from 49.24% to 65.31%, and ZRP with zone radius 5 

increases from 45.25% to 61.51% respectively when the pause time increases. The reason that is the nodes 

stop moving due to the increase in pause time. Thus, the probability of a broken link is lower and the network 

becomes stable. The increment of PDF in ZRP with zone radius 2 is 31.97%, 35.34 for ZRP with zone radius 

3, 32.64 for ZRP with zone radius 4, 35.93 for ZRP with zone radius 5. The increase in PDF of the four test 

cases is slightly different. However, ZRP with zone radius 2 shows better PDF as compared with the three 

test cases. In zone radius 2, most of the time ZRP will behave like a purely reactive routing to find the route 

to the destination by using route discovery mechanism and the overhead related to the number of Inter-zone 

Routing Protocol (IERP) packets is relatively small as compared with the number of Intra-zone Routing 

Protocol (IARP) packets since it is generated upon request. Hence, the PDF is increased. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 1. PDF for scenario 1 

 

Figure 2. PDF for scenario 2 

 

 

In Figure 2, when the maximum speed of nodes increases from 20 to 100 m/s, all the four test cases 

show a decrease in PDF. The PDF for ZRP with zone radius 2 decreases from 60.87% to 28.94%, ZRP with 

zone radius 3 decreases from 55.85% to 23.81%, ZRP with zone radius 4 decreases from 51.23% to 20.54%, 

ZRP with zone radius 5 decreases from 48.52% to 18.31. The increase in node speed causes links between 

nodes are easily broken and this will lead to lower PDF. It is also observed that the decrease in PDF for the 

four-zone radius is very similar. However, the percentage of decrease of the ZRP with zone radius 2 is lower 

as compared to another zone radius, where there is a 52.46 % decrease in PDF as compared to 57.37% for 

ZRP with zone radius 3, 59.91% for ZRP with zone radius 4, 62.26% for ZRP with zone radius 5. The reason 

is that with a small zone radius, most of the time ZRP will behave like a reactive routing protocol, i.e. IERP 

in which there is more than one route reply (RREP) for every route request (RREQ) and the track of more 

than one path between source and destination is kept by ZRP. In the case where one path is broken, an 

alternative path is available and chosen; hence, the decrease of PDF for ZRP with zone radius 2 is lower than 

ZRP with zone radius 3, 4, and 5 respectively. 

 

4.2.  Results and analysis of average E-to-E Delay 

Figures 3 and 4 show the simulation results for ZRP in the two scenarios in terms of average E-to-E 

delay. In Figure 3, the average E-to-E delay decreases for all the four test cases when the pause time 

increases. The average E-to-E delay of zone radius 2 decreases from 570.012 to 435.49 ms, ZRP with zone 

radius 3 decreases from 562.59 to 402.75 ms, ZRP with zone radius 4 decreases from 546.875 to 335.731 ms, 

ZRP with zone radius 5 decreases from 536.387 to 290.259 ms The percentage of decrease of zone radius 2 is 

23.60%, 28.41% for ZRP with zone radius 3, 38.61% for ZRP with zone radius 4, 45.89% for ZRP with zone 

radius 5. This is because when the pause time increases, the node movement decreases, and the network 

becomes more stable. Thus, broken or loss of the path that usually occurs due to the higher movement of the 

nodes was less and this results in lower average E-to-E delay. It is also observed that there is no effect on the 

performance of ZRP by zone radius in terms of average E-to-E delay when the pause time is set to 0s. ZRP 

with zone radius 5 shows a lower average E-to-E delay compared to ZRP with zone radius 2, 3, and 4. The 

reason is that when the zone radius increases, the scope of a proactive routing mechanism (IARP) also 

increases. IARP has the lowest latency due to its ability to maintain the routing information up-to-date. 

Hence, the average E-to-E delay decreases. 
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Figure 3. Average E-to-E delay for scenario 1 

 

Figure 4. Average E-to-E delay for scenario 2 

 

 

In Figure 4, when maximum node speed increases from 20 to 100m/s, the average E-to-E delay 

decreases for all of the four test cases. The average E-to-E delay of ZRP with zone radius 2 decreases from 

549.496 to 363.12 ms, ZRP with zone radius 3 decreases from 488.893 to 315.578 ms, ZRP with zone radius 

4 decreases from 433.121 to 273.167 ms, and ZRP with zone radius 5 decreases from 393.32 to 178.141 ms. 

The reason is that since ZRP is a hybrid routing protocol, it provides a balance between overhead caused by 

proactive routing and latency caused by reactive routing. Therefore, when the node speed increases, the E-to-

E delay of all the four test cases decreases as well. The percentage of decrease of ZRP with zone radius 2 is 

33.92%, 35.45% for ZRP with zone radius 3, 58.55% for ZRP with zone radius 4, and 54.71 for ZRP with 

zone radius 5. Figure 4 also shows that ZRP with zone radius 5 has lower E-to-E delay compared to ZRP 

with zone radius 2, 3, and 4. The reason is that with a large zone radius, the scope of a proactive routing 

mechanism (IARP) will be increased to keep the routing information up-to-date of a zone. In the case of link 

failure due to node movement, an alternative path is already available and can be immediately used, hence 

decreasing average E-to-E delay. 

 

 

4.3.  Results and Analysis of TP 

Figures 5 and 6 show the simulation results for ZRP in the two scenarios in terms of TP. In Figure 5, 

it is noted that with the increase of pause time, all the four test cases show an increase in TP. ZRP with zone 

radius 2 increases from 11.2 kbps to 14.78 kbps, ZRP with zone radius 3 increases from 10.24 kbps to 13.94 

kbps, ZRP with zone radius 4 increases from 9.41 kbps to 12.56 kbps, ZRP with zone radius 5 increases from 

8.69 kbps to 11.78 kbps respectively when the pause time is increased from 0 to 100 seconds. This is because 

the lower node movement leads to a lower possibility of the link failure and causes the network to become 

more stable. As a result, network TP increases. It is also observed that all four test cases have a very similar 

increase in TP. The percentage of TP increase of ZRP with zone radius 2 is 31.96%, 36.13% for ZRP with 

zone radius 3, 33.48% for ZRP with zone radius 4, and 35.56% for ZRP with zone radius 5. ZRP with zone 

radius 2 has a higher TP compared to the other three test cases. The reason is that with a small zone radius, 

most of the time ZRP will behave like a reactive routing mechanism (IERP) in which the Bordercast 

Resolution Protocol (BRP) is used to send route queries to the peripheral nodes and directing route requests 

away from the covered routing zone using query control mechanisms. As a result, the routing load is reduced 

and redundant queries are also minimized. Hence, ZRP with a small zone radius gets high TP. 

Figure 6 shows that with increasing node speed, all the four test cases show a decrease in TP when 

the maximum speed of nodes increases from 20 to 100m/s. The TP of ZRP with zone radius 2 decreases from 

11.87 kbps to 5.6 kbps, ZRP with zone radius 3 decreases from 10.72 kbps to 4.55 kbps, ZRP with zone 

radius 4 decreases from 10.18 kbps to 3.76 kbps, and ZRP with zone radius 5 decreases from 9.49 kbps to 

3.53 kbps respectively. High node speed leads to topology change of the network and the probability of link 

failure increases. Therefore, the network TP decreases as node speed increases. ZRP with zone radius 2 

shows a higher level of robustness against network topology change where the percentage of decrease in TP 

is only 52.82%, as compared to 57.55% for ZRP with zone radius 3, 63.06% for ZRP with zone radius 4, and 

62.80% for ZRP with zone radius 5. The reason is that with a small zone radius, the reactive routing 

mechanism (IERP) is mostly used. Therefore there is more than one RREP for each RREQ and ZRP keeps 

track of several routes between source and destination. In the case where one path is broken, an alternative 

path is chosen, and as a result, the TP increases.  
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Figure 5. TP for scenario 1 

 

Figure 6. TP for scenario 2 

 

 

4.4.  Results and analysis of NRL 

Figures 7 and 8 show the simulation results for ZRP in the two scenarios in terms of NRL. Figure 7 

shows the NRL with respect to pause time. All four test cases show a decrease in NRL as the pause time 

increases. ZRP with zone radius 2 decreases from 50.772 to 30.372, ZRP with zone radius 3 decreases from 

67.766 to 39.573, ZRP with zone radius 4 decreases from 91.725 to 53.978, ZRP with zone radius 5 

decreases from 127.162 to 68.04 when the pause time increases from 0 to 100 seconds. Low node movement 

leads to a stable network. Even though all the four test cases show a decrease in NRL as the pause time 

increases, but the decrease varies in each test case. The percentage of decrease in ZRP with zone radius 2 is 

40.18%, 41.60% for ZRP with zone radius 3, 41.15% for ZRP with zone radius 4, and 46.49% for ZRP with 

zone radius 5. ZRP with zone radius 2 has a lower NRL compared to the other three test cases because, with 

a small number of zone radius, IERP is used to communicate with nodes outside the zone. IARP provides the 

routing information for IERP to direct query requests to the peripheral nodes using BRP and then uses a 

reactive mechanism to search for a path to the destination. In the case where several replies are received for 

the same route request, these are considered as redundant and are discarded by Early Termination (ET) based 

on advanced query detection and knowledge of the local topology. Hence, the NRL is reduced. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 7. NRL for scenario 1 

 

Figure 8. NRL for scenario 2 

 

 

Figure 8 shows the NRL with respect to node speed. As expected, all four test cases show an 

increase in NRL when node speed increases. This is because high node speed usually leads to highly dynamic 

network topology and causes frequent path re-establishment. The NRL for ZRP with zone radius 2 increases 

from 45.044 to 121.721, ZRP with zone radius 3 increases from 61.826 to 184.141, ZRP with zone radius 4 

increases from 82.757 to 225.796, and ZRP with zone radius 5 increases from 103.668 to 279.92. The 

percentage of increase in NRL for ZRP with zone radius 2 as compared to ZRP with zone radius 3, 4, and 5 
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at the node speed 100m/s is about 170.22%, 197.84%, 172.84%, and 170.02% respectively. ZRP with zone 

radius 2 has a lower NRL compared to the other three test cases. The reason is that, with a small zone radius, 

the IERP packets dominate a majority of the traffic. Therefore, when links are broken due to node movement, 

an alternative path can be chosen since there is more than one RREP for a single RREQ. As a result, NRL for 

ZRP with zone radius 2 is lower than ZRP with zone radius 3, 4, and 5. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The evaluation of ZRP performance has been done based on PDF, average E-to-E delay, TP, and 

NRL with respect to different levels of node mobility (i.e. node speed and pause time) and zone radius. With 

varying pause time, the results have shown that the performance of ZRP with zone radius 2, 3, 4, and 5 

increases significantly in terms of PDF, TP, average E-to-E delay, and NRL. The reason is when the pause 

time increases, the movement of nodes decreases and the networks become more stable. As a result, the 

probability of transmission failure due to a broken link is lower. Whereas when increasing the maximum 

speed of the nodes, the performance of ZRP with zone radius 2, 3, 4, and 5 decreases as has appeared in three 

performance metrics are packet delivery fraction, throughput, and NRL. This is due to the topology of the 

network is changing dynamically because of the high speed of nodes. But the opposite happened with the 

average E-to-E delay has decreased due to since ZRP is a hybrid routing protocol, it provides a balance 

between overhead caused by proactive routing and latency caused by reactive routing. However, ZRP with 

zone radius 2 provides the best PDF, TP and NRL compared to ZRP with zone radius 3, 4, and 5 but with the 

cost of delay. This is because, with a small zone radius, most of the destination nodes lie outside the routing 

zone; therefore, a reactive routing mechanism is required to find the route to destinations. This mechanism 

requires a longer setup delay to discover the route, but with a negligible effect on the performance of ZRP. 

Therefore, zone radius 2 is the optimum zone radius for ZRP based on node mobility.  
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